
Comparing dimensions             

 

A: Different 

A football pitch is   _______________________ a badminton court (long) 

A volley ball net is _______________________ a tennis net (high) 

A basketball is    _____________________ a golf ball (heavy) 

The Pacific Ocean is _________________ the Mediterranean Sea (deep) 

A cricket bat is _________________ a table-tennis bat  (thick)   

 

B: Different 

A badminton court is __________________________ a football pitch 

A tennis net is __________________________ a volley ball net 

A golf ball _______________________  a basketball 

The Mediterranean Sea is ______________________ than the Pacific Ocean 

A table-tennis bat is ____________________________ a cricket bat.  

 

      *********************************** 

 

C:  No difference (as + adjective + as)  

 A hockey stick is __________________________  a golf club (long) 

A canoe is _______________________________ a rowing boat (wide) 

A wrestler is _____________________________ a boxer (strong) 

A tennis racquet is   ________________   a Squash racquet (expensive) 

A shuttlecock is ___________________ a hand ball (fast) 

 

D: No difference (the same + noun + as)  

A hockey stick is __________________________  a golf club 

A canoe is _______________________________ a rowing boat  

A wrestler has _____________________________ a boxer  

A tennis racquet is   ________________   a Squash racquet  

A shuttlecock has ___________________ a hand ball   

 

 

 



Superlatives:    

In the world, what is the……… 

 

… biggest animal? 

… longest bridge? 

… highest cliff jump? 

… deepest free dive (APNEA)? 

… narrowest house? 

… the thickest book? 

… the loudest noise? 

… heaviest liquid? 

… lightest gas?                                                       

… hottest natural substance? 

… sharpest knife? 

… most expensive watch?  

… the most successful pop song? 

… brightest object in the sky?                                           

… most difficult language?  

… most unusual job?  

… most dangerous job? 

… funniest joke?  

 

                    _________________________________________________ 

 

“I say, I say. My wife’s gone to The West Indies”. 

“Jamaica?” 

“No, she went on her own accord”.               

 

 

 

 

Is this the… 

…best/worst/ funniest/ most terrible 

    … joke in the world?  

        Write and compare with partner: 

- Longest question you can ask. 

- Most difficult word to pronounce. 

- Strangest word you know. 

- Least liked English language accent. 

- Most well-known English idiom 


